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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 
This chapter contains two sections. The first section is conclusions in which the 

research analysis is summarized and concluded. The second section is suggestions in 

which particular matters are suggested to other researchers. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Related in the formulation of problems in Chapter I, the findings and discussions 

in Chapter IV, and the sociolinguistic approach employed in this study, some 

conclusions can be drawn as follows: 

1. Different types of swearing are employed in the way the characters swear in 

Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe comic. The types of swearing which are found 

in the movie can be classified into four. They are Expletive Swearing (ES), Abusive 

Swearing (ABS), Humorous Swearing (HS), and Auxiliary Swearing (AUS), From 

the findings of the types of swearing, it can revealed that Humorous swearing is the 

preferred type of swearing employed by Deadpool in the Deadpool Kills the Marvel 

Universe. 

2. The reasons for the characters of Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe comic to 

swear exist as the para meters to analyze and measure the motives behind the 

swearing expressions. They are classified into three groups including psychological 

Motives (PM, Social Motives (SM), and Linguistic 50 Motives (LM). The findings 

of this study show that linguistic motives are the most influential reasons for 

emphasize the thing he is talking about. 

On the other hand, the characters of Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe has been 

accustomed to use swearing expressions in their daily conversation. Thus, swearing 

has become his way of speaking. It causes them to swear all the time, swearing has 
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become their way of speaking. It causes them to swear all the time, even when the 

swearing expressions are not directed to others. 

 
 

5.2 Suggestions 

From the result of the research, some suggestions are provided as follows: 

1.  Linguistics students are expected to understand that analysis on linguistics is not 

only about linguistic features. Thus, they have to study language aspects deeper. It 

is expected that this research can be used as a reference for linguistics students to 

add their knowledge dealing with language phenomena which emerges in society. 

2. This research only focuses on analyzing swearing expressions uttered by the 

characters of Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe comic. I expect that reader can 

understand the types and motives of swearing. 

3. The future researcher can pick more specifics swearing words, instead of using types 

and motives in analysing comic. 

4. The future researcher can chose other superheroes comic that has more of swearing 

words rather than this comic. 


